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@gmail.com
Sunday, September 4, 2022 12:34 PM
'jamesokeefeiii@protonmail.com'
'
@gmail.com'
Trinity NYC scandal or coverup?

Hello Cary and Mr. O’Keefe,
https://www.projectveritas.com/news/prestigious‐nyc‐private‐school‐director‐touts‐sneaking‐her‐political‐agenda/
I never received a call back from Mr. O’Keefe or anyone from Project Veritas (as per your request below), so I was
obviously surprised to see the article above concerning Project Veritas recent investigation of Trinity School NYC while at
the same time your organization refuses to speak to me directly about a prior scandal involving Mark Simpson, the
former Head of Trinity School who was caught with child pornography and the massive coverup of this scandal engaged
by BOTH Clinton and Trump mafias since 2016 (which is still ongoing as the Trump v. Biden saga).
Is it because my investigation confirms that Donald Trump was the recipient of a rigged election in 2016 that your
organization does not want to investigate this scandal? Is it only legal to rig elections when they are rigged in favor of
Donald Trump, but illegal if they are rigged in favor of anyone else? The scandal I am trying to expose using Americans
and the American system obviously forces the impeachment of Joe Biden because he is implicated since 2012 in using
his Wilmington Delaware connections on the Delaware District Court to attempt an illegal election‐rigging scheme to try
and sneak Hillary Clinton into the presidency in 2016 (which failed after CIA rigged it for Trump to spite the FBI that was
trying to rig it for Clinton).
I again forward you some of the documents concerning Principle of Trinity School, Mark Simpson, who was caught
attempting to extort Clinton mafia for 2 million euros to remain quite about the very scandal he created, and who also
engaged illegal stalking and threats of me and my family which the Wilmington Delaware federal court attempted to
illegally coverup to help Clinton defeat Trump (which I was able to trace directly to their homes despite their attempt to
use proxy companies to hide their crimes).
https://theinvestigation.org/doc/TrinityNYC.pdf
I have never spoken to any other investigator about this Trinity School scandal, and I already emailed you about it since
November 2021 and despite asking to speak to me about it directly (as confirmed by your email forwarded below), you
still refused to contact me and continue to ignore the biggest scandal that ever came out of Trinity NYC (to instead cover
some low‐level Trinity scandal that does not even compare to the one I already leaked to you).
I email you again to see if you are really supporting this coverup? If so, I merely highlight to the public that there is a
coverup of this particular scandal by both Republican and Democratic publicly‐known investigators of government
crimes (to include prominent investigative journalists from both camps). I assume it is occurring because of
constitutionally illegal religious bias, and that the Republican and Democratic party religions are obviously satanic
because you cannot expose pedophile scandals when it is approved by your party, but then coverup pedophile scandals
when it is not approved by your party.
THIRD PARTY!!! (that is the only way to expose crimes of government officials, the public already knows it).
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From:
@gmail.com <
@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 6, 2021 1:24 PM
To: 'James O'Keefe' <jamesokeefeiii@protonmail.com>
Subject: RE: Reach out
Hi Carey,
Evening is best, anytime after 7 is when I am usually back home if I go out. If I don’t answer please leave a message and
I usually call back in a few minutes.
Alix

From: James O'Keefe <jamesokeefeiii@protonmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 5, 2021 6:51 PM
To:
@gmail.com
Subject: Reach out
,
Thanks so much for reaching out! I'm interested to learn a little more about your situation.
When is a good time to call for a short, confidential call for more information for you and I both?
in Veritas,
Cary
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